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A comprehensive menu of Red Plate Diner from Midland covering all 18 dishes and drinks can be found here on
the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What Makayla Hendricks likes about Red Plate Diner:
Probably my family's favorite little treat. Sometimes it gets beyond busy but that's just a testament to how good it
is. If you like pickles!!!! The fried pickles are my mother's and my favorite.Parking: Just careful it can be a little bit

of a squeeze read more. What michelle t doesn't like about Red Plate Diner:
Stephanie the Manager should probably not be a manager! Waitress was slammed but Mgr stood her happy ass
doing nothing. Drinks needed refill, tables bussed among other supportive things you can usually find restaurant

managers doing. The waitress doesn't get one star-the mgr and kitchen does. Ordered a buffalo chick
sand...they sent a plain chick sand with a side of salsa. Whoever owns this place-your kitchen needs a... read
more. If you feel like snacks, you should visit Red Plate Diner because they have enchanting desserts that will

definitely satisfy the sweet-tooth in you, The customers of the restaurant also consider the comprehensive
selection of various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant offers. In case you want to have breakfast, a

hearty brunch is offered to you.
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Salad�
TUNA SALAD

Appet�er�
FRIED PICKLES

Sid� dishe�
PICKLES

Sauce�
GRAVY

Desser�
CREPES

�ngerfoo�
ONION RINGS

America� Foo�
HOT DOG

Ho� drink�
TEA

Individua� Item�
BISCUIT

Coffe�
CAFÉ

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SALAD

ICE CREAM

Ingredient� Use�
CHEESE

TUNA

ONION
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00 -16:00
Wednesday 07:00 -16:00
Thursday 07:00 -16:00
Friday 07:00 -16:00
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